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  . . evolution have allowed for a lot of fine tuning, so that now it . . . offers a perfect compromise between ease of use and true
power. . . . […] MONARK re-introduces an instrument of the highest standards to the analog monophonic synthesizer market.

At the same time, . . . made sure that MONARK is a complete instrument that requires no additional cables and controllers. The
fact that all of the music produced with MONARK is self-contained, yet still remains instantly recognizable as a . . . MONARK,
is a testament to what MONARK can achieve. ''Monark'' is also acclaimed by many of its customers as one of the best and most

suitable platforms to play with . . . . And most of all . . . it is just fun!'' External links MONARK official site MONARK
production details on SynthMaker Category:Monophonic synthesizers Ask HN: What do you use to stream your screen to your

PC? - tmackintosh I've been experimenting with various tools in my spare time and wondered what people are currently
using?In addition to just browsing the web, I've been looking at screencasting software (mentioned on a post on HN

here).Thanks. ====== kitt I just use Xournal ( ) to open it up and write notes then upload it when I'm done. It's my favorite web-
based pen-testing tool, and I'm sure there are lots of other people like me out there. ~~~ tmackintosh Thanks! That's what I was
looking for and it seems to be exactly what I need. ------ dbz I made a webapp that helps make screencasts, give me a try and I

can maybe figure out if there is any interest: Looks great! mathrawka I use CamStudio with the Windows Screen Recorder
option. It is very fast and easy to use. jfornear I've been using CamStudio to record my webcam. 82157476af
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